Background: Some pediatric endocrinologists recommend that girls with central precocious puberty (CPP) have cranial magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) performed only if they are younger than 6 years of age. However, no practice guidelines exist. The objective of this review was to assess the frequency of intracranial lesions in girls with CPP. Content: We searched six electronic databases (PubMed, Cochrane, Web of Science, SCOPUS, ProQuest, and Dissertation & Theses) from 1990 through December 2015. We included studies on girls with CPP and MRI data. Case reports, case series, studies from the same author/group with the same patient population, and studies with conditions predisposing to CPP were excluded. Two physicians independently reviewed the search results and extracted data. A random-effects model was used to obtain pooled prevalence of positive MRI's across studies. Heterogeneity among studies was evaluated with the Q-statistic. Publication bias was assessed with funnel plots and Egger's test. Pooled prevalence was computed by age group. A linear regression assessed the relationship between intracranial lesion prevalence and healthcare availability. We included 15 studies with a total of 1853 girls <8 year old evaluated for CPP. Summary: The pooled prevalence from all studies was 0.09 [95% confidence interval (CI) 0.06-0.12]. There was a significant heterogeneity, indicating the appropriateness of a random effects model in computing pooled prevalence. In
Introduction
Precocious puberty (PP) has been defined by the development of secondary sexual characteristics before the age of 9 years in boys and 8 years in girls [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . If PP occurs due to the activation of the hypothalamic-pituitary gonadal axis, it is termed as central precocious puberty (CPP). CPP can be idiopathic due to genetic mutations or is associated with central nervous system (CNS) abnormalities, such as hamartomas or brain tumors. CPP can be treated with gonadotropin (GnRH) agonists in order to prevent short final adult height and psychological effects on the child [1, 6] .
The definition of PP is based on studies from the 1960s [2] . The age at which girls are considered to have PP has been questioned, as several studies have shown that normal girls have been entering puberty earlier for the past two decades [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . In 1997, a large epidemiologic US study with >17,000 girls indicated that breast and pubic hair development were occurring significantly earlier than in the past [15] . Following this study, a letter published in the journal Lancet by a group of pediatric endocrinologists proposed revising the guidelines for the age at which PP should be investigated [16] . The Pediatric Endocrine Society issued recommendations in 1999 for PP, lowering the age threshold from 8 to 7 years for White girls and to 6 years for Black girls [17] . However, 8 years continues to be a commonly-used threshold for the definition of PP [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] .
Once CPP is confirmed with laboratory testing, CNS imaging is considered to rule out the presence of CNS abnormalities. The prevalence of CNS abnormalities in boys is reported to be as high as 40-75% [20, 24] . Therefore, it is recommended that all boys with PP have brain magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). However, the prevalence of CNS abnormalities in girls is much lower, varying between 0% and 27% among different studies and decreases with increasing age [21] [22] [23] . Because some of these prevalence rates include incidental lesions, the prevalence of brain tumors and other progressive pathologies is even smaller [23] . Based on these data and in light of discussions regarding the decreasing age of normal puberty, it is hard to justify routine brain MRI in all girls presenting with puberty before age 8 . It has been suggested that girls with CPP should have a brain MRI performed routinely only if they are younger than 6 years of age [1] . However, cranial MRI continues to be performed routinely in many centers for all the girls presenting with breast development before the age of 8 due to the risk of finding an occult intracranial lesion.
Brain MRIs are expensive and potentially harmful due to administration of contrast agents as well as IV sedation which is often needed in young children [25] . Other considerations are increased anxiety in children, and in parents, and the possibility of finding an incidental lesion which is not related to CPP but increases the need for follow-up imaging studies and follow-up visits, as well as healthcare cost.
Objective of the study
The aim of this study was to perform a meta-analysis of the prevalence of intracranial lesions detected with brain MRI in girls with CPP. The secondary aim was to stratify this data by age groups to better understand the risk of finding an intracranial lesion in girls with CPP who are older than 6 years of age. We also tested the relationship between the availability of healthcare measured by physician density according to geographic locale and the risk of finding of an intracranial lesion in girls presenting with CPP.
Materials and methods
The prevalence of intracranial lesions detected with cranial MRI in girls with CPP Definition of central precocious puberty PP secondary to the activation of the hypothalamic-pituitary-gonadal axis is termed as CPP. Several hormone measurements have been used to confirm the diagnosis of CPP. The use of a GnRH stimulation test is the most common confirmatory test and a stimulated luteinizing hormone (LH) > 5 or LH/follicle-stimulating hormone (FSH) > 0.66 is considered pubertal by many endocrinologists [4, 26] . With the increasing sensitivity of LH assay, a basal LH level is now used in many centers. An LH level >0.2-0.3 (depending on the assay) is consistent with CPP [27, 28] .
Search strategy for systematic review
In December 2015, PubMed, Cochrane, Web of Science, SCOPUS, ProQuest, and Dissertation and Theses were searched in cooperation with a specialized reference librarian to identify potentially relevant articles (Supplemental Material, Appendix 1). References of key articles were also screened to identify potentially eligible articles. A final literature review was conducted in February 2017 to include the most recent publications but no additional studies meeting our criteria were found.
Eligibility criteria
We included original studies with a study population including girls diagnosed with CPP using the definition of PP as development of secondary sexual characteristics before age 8 which included MRI data, regardless of the original question of the study. Studies published after 1990 were evaluated for inclusion because MRI became the preferred method of imaging to screen CNS lesions in the early 1990s. Inclusion of articles was not restricted to those written in English. A few of the included studies either did not specify which girls had MRI vs. computed tomography (CT), or used CT for selected girls in whom MRI was contraindicated. All case reports and case series, studies from the same author/group which might potentially include the same patient population, and studies with patients who were previously known to have CNS lesions or conditions known to increase the risk of CPP were excluded. Articles with a subset of patients meeting the criteria were included if data were extractable.
Data screening and extraction
After a de-duplication process (Supplemental Material, Appendix 2), all identified articles were first screened by title only to exclude clearly irrelevant articles [29] . The remaining articles were then screened by abstracts and full texts as needed. Finally, selected article's full texts were reviewed in detail before inclusion in the meta-analysis (Table 1) . Two different authors (SO, HA) performed both the screening of the title, abstracts and the review in detail. Cross-checking was conducted for consistency. The Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) statement was used for reporting [30] .
The following data were extracted from selected studies using a pre-designed extraction form: (1) general information, including authors, publication year, country; (2) total number of girls who had an MRI during evaluation of CPP; (3) total number of girls found to have CNS lesions; (4) age range of patients; (5) characteristics of reported brain lesions. We attempted to contact authors of the articles included in the meta-analysis via e-mail to gather unpublished data, especially regarding the age information in order to analyze data based on age groups of <6 and 6-8, and <7 and 7-8.
A detailed review of these articles revealed that certain lesions were classified as incidental by some groups while classified as pathologic by others. In order to sort this out, all brain lesions reported in these 15 articles were listed and re-grouped. A rathke's cleft cyst, empty sella, pituitary microadenoma and isolated stalk thickening were the lesions for which there was no clear consensus on the relationship with CPP [31] [32] [33] . We re-ran the meta-analysis after placing these lesions in "questionable relationship with CPP" category ( Table 2) .
Bias assessment
A visual inspection of funnel plots was supplemented with Egger's test of symmetry to assess bias.
Statistical analysis
All analyses were performed using the METAN procedure in STATA [34] . The prevalence of positive MRIs and an exact binomial 95% confidence interval [35] was computed for each study. A composite or pooled estimate of the prevalence for all studies combined was computed and it represents the weighted average of the prevalence from individual studies, weighted by the sample size and variability of each study. Studies with greater sample sizes contributed more to the estimate than smaller studies. The precision of the pooled estimate (i.e. a 95% confidence interval) was a function also, in part, of the population size of each study.
In the absence of any consensus in the literature for the prevalence of positive MRI findings in these children (which is in fact the motivation for our meta-analysis), we used the standard null hypothesis that the prevalence is zero. Rejecting this hypothesis would lead to the conclusion that MRI's do yield positive findings in a portion of children. We used the confidence interval of the pooled proportion as a test of this hypothesis. If the lower limit of the 95% confidence interval is above zero, we will conclude that it is statistically significant.
The Q-statistic was used to test for heterogeneity among studies in prevalence and sample size [36] . In the presence of significant heterogeneity, a random effects model [37] was used with a continuity correction to handle zero proportions (prevalence). A random effects model assumes that studies are sampled from a larger population or different populations with different prevalences. The variance of the pooled prevalence under this model is a function of both within and among-study variability, Thirty-nine patients did not have imaging but were followed for >2 years and did not have any health concerns. Endo, endocrinology; Rad, radiology.
resulting in a larger (more conservative) standard error and a wider confidence interval for the pooled prevalence than under a fixed effects model. The confidence interval is used to determine statistical significance, i.e. if the 95% confidence interval for the pooled estimate of prevalence is above 0, we will conclude that the estimated percentage of positive findings was significantly more than zero.
Sub-group analysis of the prevalence of CNS lesions in different age groups
The pooled prevalence of intracranial lesions stratified by age groups <6 vs. 6-8, and <7 vs. 7-8 was reported descriptively, due to the small number of studies where such stratification could be performed.
Additionally, the percentage of tumors was calculated to understand the incidence of lesions that will require intervention when found during MRI imaging of the brain in girls with CPP.
Relationship between the prevalence of CNS lesions and availability of healthcare
Data describing physician density (MD/1000 population) was gathered from a World Health Organization (WHO) report conducted in 2008-2014 [38] . We used a linear regression to assess the relationship between physician density and the prevalence of CNS abnormalities in girls presented with CPP.
This research is not related to either human or animal use.
Results

The prevalence of intracranial lesions detected with cranial MRIs in girls with CPP Search results
Our initial literature search in December 2015 identified 2818 articles, and 1392 unique articles remained after deduplication. We excluded 1264 articles after screening by titles including case reports/series, articles studied patient population with underlying conditions known to predispose to PP, articles which studied only boys and those with clearly irrelevant topics leaving 128 articles. Two additional articles were identified via screening citation lists of selected articles. Among these, 130 articles, 96 articles were excluded after screening by abstracts and full texts as needed due to not having any imaging data (n = 94), reporting data only with CT imaging (n = 1) and boys only (n = 1). We reviewed a total of 34 articles full-text for inclusion. Fifteen articles were included in this metaanalysis. No further articles were identified by final literature review in March 2017 (Figure 1 ).
Study characteristics
The study characteristics are shown in Table 1 . Included studies were published between 1990 and 2015. There were data from a total of 1853 patients extracted from 15 articles.
Meta-analysis
There was a significant heterogeneity (variability) in the prevalence of positive MRI and sample size among the studies (Q-statistic = 57.0, df = 14, p < 0.01). Therefore, a random effects model was used to pool the prevalence estimates. The estimated proportion of positive MRIs across all studies was 0.09 (95% CI 0.06-0.12), which was statistically significant at the 5% level (Figure 2) .
When all findings were re-examined and the lesions with questionable relationship with CPP excluded, there was still significant heterogeneity in the prevalence 
Risk of bias
Egger's test showed no significant asymmetry or presence of small-study bias when all intracranial lesions were included in the analysis and after intracranial lesions with questionable relationships with CPP were excluded (p = 0.37 and p = 0.15, respectively).
Funnel plots are graphs used to assess the presence of bias in the selection of studies for publication [39] . The effect size (in this case, proportion of positive MRI's) for each study is plotted on the x-axis and its sample size on the y-axis. If there is no publication bias, and all studies came from the same population with a common effect size, effect size is solely a function of sample size and large studies should be more likely to report large effect sizes (producing significant results) than smaller studies.
This results in an inverted funnel-shaped plot (with the point at the top) symmetrical about the mean effect size. The absence of this shape signifies that effect sizes are independent of sample size, which is evidence of publication bias because publication bias will inflate the number of large effect sizes among smaller studies.
The funnel plot conforms to the basic inverted funnel shape, indicating the absence of bias, with the exception of missing points in the lower left. This indicates a potential bias for smaller studies with small prevalence not included, leading to a slight over-estimation of pooled prevalence. The bias introduced by this would be small, as small studies contribute little weight to the pooled estimate (Supplemental Material, Appendix 3).
Sub-group analysis of the prevalence of intra cranial lesions in different age groups
We were not able to obtain any unpublished data after making multiple attempts to reach to the authors. The age data were extractable from only five of the articles. When data Mogensen (2012) Cisternino (2000) Atta (2013) Pedicelli (2014) Bridges (1994) Ng (2003) Chalumea (2003) Shiva (2012) Kim (2016) Jaruratanasirikul ( were divided based on <6 and 6-8 age groups, there were 173 girls who were <6 years old, and 514 girls who were 6-8 years of age. The pooled prevalence of intracranial lesions was 0.25 (0.19-0.32) in girls <6 years old, and 0.03 (0.03-0.1) in girls 6-8 years old. When data were stratified into <7 and 7-8 age groups, there was a total of 472 girls <7 years old and 487 girls 7-8 years old. The pooled prevalence of intracranial lesions was 12% (0.07-0.17) in girls <7 years old and 3% (0.0-0.8) in girls 7-8 years old (Table 3) . In this patient pool of 1853 patients, the incidence of tumors was found to be 1.6%. These tumors were astrocytomas, gliomas, craniopharyngiomas, suprasellar tumors, hypothalamic tumors, pontine tumor, pinealoma and 4th ventricular tumor (Table 2) .
Relationship between the prevalence of CNS lesions and availability of healthcare
We hypothesized that patients in countries with limited access to healthcare would be less likely to seek medical care for signs of early puberty unless they also experienced other health concerns such as headache, weakness or visual abnormalities. Therefore, when they seek medical care with early signs of puberty, it would be more likely that they would have an intracranial lesion compared to their counterparts in developed countries. This might also explain some of the heterogeneity in our study. We found a non-significant trend of highly variable data points with this direction (R 2 = 0.17, p = 0.12) (Figure 3 ). Prevalence, % Physician density* (MD/1000 population) *WHO Global Health Observatory (GHO) data/Country statistics [38] . 
Discussion
We performed a systematic review and meta-analysis of the prevalence of patients who were found to have intra cranial lesions using MRI during the work-up for PP. The overall prevalence of CNS lesions was found to be 9% (95% CI 0.06-0.12) when all the patients less than 8 years old with CPP were included in the analysis. This decreased to 7% when data were re-analyzed after examining all the brain lesions and eliminating those whose relationships with CPP were not clear. The biggest single group of abnormal findings was the hypothalamic hamartoma. Studies have found that hypothalamic hamartoma is almost exclusively found in girls with CPP diagnosed at less than 6 years of age. Moreover, finding a hamartoma supports the diagnosis of CPP but would not require any treatment other than standard GnRH agonist therapy. The incidence of tumors which would require intervention was found to be 1.6%.
A subgroup analysis revealed a higher overall prevalence of intracranial lesions in girls who were <6 years of age as compared to 6-8 years of age. A similar trend continued to be observed in <7 vs. 7-8 years old group as seen in previous studies [18, 23] . We found a slight nonsignificant trend toward higher prevalence of intracranial lesions in girls with CPP in countries with limited access to healthcare, which might be explained by delayed medical evaluation in the setting of limited availability.
The age cut-off for female PP derives from studies published in 1960s and data based on the children evaluated prior to that [2] . There has been a great controversy over the past three decades regarding the trend of decreasing age of puberty. Many studies, most of which were included in this meta-analysis, show that the incidence of brain lesions in girls older than 6 years of age with CPP is low [17, 18, 40] and authors suggest performing cranial MRI in selected cases only. On the other hand, there are many other studies claiming the opposite [41, 42] .
Following the publication of the US study in 1999 proposing a cut-off of 7 years for evaluation of PP [17] , Chalumeau et al. examined whether this approach would miss important CNS lesions. In 197 girls with CPP, 11 (6%) had an intracranial lesion. The prevalence of intracranial lesions was 19% in girls with onset under age 6, and 2% in patients between the ages of 6 and 8. Based on the data from this study, the authors developed an algorithm to identify girls at a lower risk and reported that age <6 years or estradiol >45th percentile identified all girls with organic brain lesions and they applied this algorithm to a larger group of patients from multiple centers in Europe [43] . In this larger population, they found a very similar prevalence of organic brain lesions. Only 2% of girls with CPP had an organic lesion in the age group 6-8, but for the group with puberty onset before age 6, the prevalence was 29%. In 2000, Cisternino et al. reported a rate of 8.7% in 274 girls, with a neoplasm rate of 2% [44] .
In 2006, Stanhope et al. published an editorial and stated that it would be unfortunate to miss the diagnosis of early and treatable intracranial tumors and he suggested that newer age limits for the diagnosis of PP should be used with caution. In 2007, a consensus paper on the use of GnRH analogs in children was published in Pediatrics, stating that the likelihood of finding an organic brain lesion decreases by age and stated "Girls with CPP at <6 years of age should have a head MRI. It is controversial whether all girls who develop CPP between 6 and 8 years of age require head MRI. Girls with neurologic findings and rapid pubertal progression are more likely to have intracranial pathology and require an MRI examination".
Our study supports the decreasing trend of the prevalence of intracranial lesions by age and the idea that there are few girls with CPP older than 6 years of age with intracranial lesions. We agree with Kaplowitz who recently published a review article describing the low prevalence of intra cranial lesions requiring intervention in the 6-8 year age group. He suggested that cranial MRI should be performed only in selected cases in this age group while notifying parents of the low likelihood of finding an intracranial tumor [45] .
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first metaanalysis providing an overall estimate of the prevalence of intracranial lesions in girls with CPP. These data are important to describe the overall prevalence especially in the setting of a wide range of estimates. There is a high heterogeneity among studies possibly due to the wide age range, differences in quality of imaging techniques and variability between the features of patients included from each center. Also, the variability of cut-off for baseline LH level or LH/FSH ratio following a GnRH stimulation test differs in different centers, as well as assay quality. Even though we tried to ensure that all patients were diagnosed with CPP based on the same criteria, it was not possible to guarantee a homogenous group of patients. It was unfortunate not to be able to gather further data to analyze and understand better the differences between different age groups. One of the studies was conducted by a radiology group, which is subject to selection bias.
MRIs are expensive. A cranial MRI typically costs about $1000-$5000, depending on the patient's geographical location. The cost is not limited to the procedure but also includes the charge for the neuroradiologist interpreting the study, the charge for sedation when needed, and the charge due to follow-up MRIs and subspecialty visits in the case of an incidental finding. MRIs do not expose the child to ionizing radiation; however, there is a potential harm from the radiocontrast agents used during MRI imaging. The US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) is currently investigating the risk of brain deposits caused by gadolinium-based contrast agents used for MRI. They published a statement in 2015 and urged all the healthcare professionals' to re-assess the need for MRI [19] . The concerns for unnecessary MRIs are not limited to long-term side effects and cost, but include parental and patient anxiety. When an incidental finding is detected, there is a need for additional MRIs and sub-specialist visits to monitor incidental lesions which increase the degree of patient and parental anxiety, also resulting in missed school and work days.
There is little debate that all girls with CPP with onset before age 6, and any girl with clinical findings indicating the possibility of an intracranial lesion need brain imaging. However, a majority of girls referred to pedia tric endocrinologists and diagnosed with CPP are in the 6-8 age group and have no CNS-related symptoms. Our study showed the decreasing trend of the prevalence of intracranial lesions by age and supports the idea that there are few girls who are older than 6 years of age will be found to have an intracranial lesion.
Conclusions
Our results support that the benefit of routine MRIs in girls with CPP older than 6 years of age without any neurological concerns is not clear-cut. Intracranial pathology requiring intervention is a rare finding in girls with CPP older than 6 years. We should balance the potential risks and cost of healthcare against the likelihood of detecting an intracranial lesion requiring intervention at an earlier age than it would otherwise present.
